BEYOND CARBON NEUTRALITY: REFRAMING THE LEVERS OF CLIMATE IMPACT AND INFLUENCE

A Talk with Geoff Lye

Monday 2 March 2020 18:00-19:00
Followed by Q&A and Reception

EP Abraham Lecture Theatre
Green Templeton College
GEOFF LYE, GREEN TEMPLETON COLLEGE

This talk will set the scene for a series of lectures during 2020 and share fresh perspectives on global sustainability challenges and opportunities with particular reference to climate change. Geoff will draw on his experience of working with a range of organisations on climate change analyses and strategies; and will offer a new framing of the levers of impact and influence which could move beyond carbon neutrality to deliver ‘net positive’ climate outcomes.

ABOUT THE SPEAKER:

Geoff is an Associate Fellow of Green Templeton College having held a Research Fellowship from 2006 to 2013. He is a Founding Director and Chair of the Board of Volans Ventures - a pioneer in breakthrough environmental, social and economic innovations. Until January 2019, he was a Director of SustainAbility, the leading independent think tank and strategy consultancy specialising in corporate responsibility and sustainable development. SustainAbility coined the ‘Triple Bottom Line’ term and concept which has been adopted by leading companies and institutions globally.

Register at: https://www.gtc.ox.ac.uk/eventbrite-event/beyond-carbon-neutrality-opportunities-and-challenges-for-higher-education-institutions/